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Developing Transformative Solutions
As we enter a new era of flight transportation, the talented researchers,
engineers, and scientists at NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research Center are
developing transformative solutions to address emerging challenges.
A key Armstrong strength is systems integration, where we excel at developing
and applying innovative tools, techniques, and technologies to accomplish national
priorities. We combine a proven and trusted risk-based flight safety system with
state-of-the-art facilities and a location that enables year-round flight testing.
While the majority of our work is aircraft-based, we apply our problem-solving
and risk assessment strategies to space vehicles, airborne science, ground testing,
vehicle-integrated propulsion work, space exploration research, and more. From
solving the real-world problems of electric flight to developing tools to validate
quiet supersonic flight, the work we are doing is impacting NASA’s ability to achieve
its mission while also having a significant effect on the national economy.

David D. McBride

NASA Armstrong Center Director
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What We Do

Who We Are
`

`

`
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Engineers and technical staff with
experience in a wide range of aircraft,
flight regimes, systems, and test
approaches
Highly experienced pilots and
technicians with the skills to execute
the most demanding flight test
operations and missions
Project managers and financial
analysts with the skills to ensure that
research is performed on time and
within budget, maximizing value to
our customers

Why We Do Research

`

Conduct high-risk atmospheric
flight research and test projects

`

Make our skies safer, our fuels cleaner,
and get people to their destinations faster

`

Perform flight research and technology
integration to revolutionize aviation
and pioneer aerospace technology

`

Lead safe transformation of the way
people and products will move in the
emerging air taxi and drone delivery markets

`

Validate space exploration concepts

`

`

Conduct airborne remote sensing
and science observations

`

Operate platform aircraft to gain
world-class Earth science data

`

Rapidly demonstrate promising space
technologies through suborbital testing
with industry flight providers

Develop green technologies that make
flight more efficient (winglets alone have
reduced more than 21 million tons in carbon
dioxide emissions)

`

Contribute to the value-added economic
activity from aviation and related sectors,
which is more than 5% of U.S. GDP

`

Reduce the environmental impact
and cost of passenger and freight air
transportation

`

Deliver revolutionary aviation capabilities
to previously underserved local, regional,
intraregional, and urban areas

`

Enhance American competitiveness in the
global aviation industry

How We Get It Done
`

Unique testing and simulation facilities

`

Wide range of manned and unmanned
aircraft

`

Internationally recognized integrated
approach to risk management

`

Expertise in creative test development
and evaluation

`

Collaborative network of aerospace
researchers and developers

`

Quality management and safety systems
to meet the challenges of complex system
development and testing

`

Strong center management and
governance models to ensure on-time and
cost-effective program performance

Armstrong operates and maintains NASA’s Stratospheric
Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA), a state-of-the-art
testbed for technologies and instrumentation.
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Advancing Efficient Air Transportation
Armstrong researchers are constantly building efficiency into all phases of flight projects,
through development, fabrication, testing and validation, and operations processes. From

Armstrong’s Pivotal Role in Electric Propulsion Development systems

that evaluate sensor suites and calibration systems, we are finding unique solutions that

integration.
Armstrong has played a pivotal role in X-57 development, often collaborating with other NASA centers and
industry partners:

increase efficiency.

`

Developed a modular test stand to measure
efficiency and performance of electric propulsion

`

Tested and validated the battery systems that will
power the X-57

`

Developed and operated a simulator to prepare
pilots for flight tests

`

Conceived and carried out loads testing for
X-57’s novel high-aspect ratio wings

new wing designs that could radically improve total aircraft efficiency to novel test techniques

The Adaptive Compliant Trailing
Edge (ACTE) project investigated
how flexible wing flaps can
improve aircraft aerodynamic
efficiency. Armstrong researchers
converted a Gulfstream III aircraft
into an aerodynamics research
testbed for experiments.

In 2021, Armstrong is conducting high-voltage ground testing to assess and verify motor control and
instrumentation systems, sensor suites, and final verification and validation testing.

NASA’s X-57 aircraft is
the agency’s first allelectric experimental
aircraft. A key goal
is to validate and
demonstrate that
electric propulsion
can make planes
quieter, more efficient,
and environmentally
friendly. This concept
image depicts the X-57
above Armstrong Flight
Research Center.

“We’ve turned a corner from system design and lab tests to turning it over to the NASA
flight systems and operations engineers to actually operate the vehicle. What they learn in
these ground tests, they’ll take with them into first flight.”

Armstrong researchers pioneered test technologies and techniques for validating electric propulsion
development, from a test stand that measures efficiency and performance to sensors that evaluate
loads testing to full systems integration.

Sean Clarke, NASA’s X-57 principal investigator
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Enabling Supersonic Flight
Supersonic flight over land currently is severely restricted because sonic booms created by
shock waves disturb people on the ground and can damage property. Armstrong innovators
are working to solve this problem through revolutionary techniques that characterize, measure,
and mitigate sonic booms.
Research efforts at Armstrong were the first to use schlieren photography to capture
images of shock waves emanating from aircraft in supersonic flight.

“A new sonic boom recording system
incorporates many new technologies and
will enable us to complete our research.
It’s the next generation of sonic boom
—and soon to be quieter sonic thump—
recording systems.”

Armstrong Prepares for Arrival of X-59 Quiet Supersonic Aircraft
Armstrong is making significant contributions to the
X-59 Quiet Supersonic Technology (QueSST) project
in the areas of quantifying and measuring booms
as well as their work with an external vision system,
which is required because of the plane’s limited
forward visibility. NASA spent nearly $6 million to

modernize a state-of-the-art hangar at Armstrong to
house the revolutionary aircraft. The 100-foot-long
X-plane will arrive at Armstrong in 2022 for flight
tests, and the center will be a vital part of measuring
its sonic thumps using a new recording system to
extract, review, and analyze data.

NASA is developing the X-59
QueSST airplane, shown
here as a concept image,
to demonstrate technology
capable of reducing sonic
booms to quiet thumps.

Larry Cliatt, NASA’s tech lead for the acoustic
validation phase of NASA’s Low-Boom Flight
Demonstration mission

Armstrong researchers are evaluating the external
vision system of the X-59 aircraft as part of their
work evaluating stability and control characteristics.
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Armstrong has long been involved in supersonic flight technology development. This stateof-the-art shock-sensing probe captures high-quality measurements of shock waves.
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Collaborating with National Partners
Armstrong’s unique capabilities not only advance NASA missions but also the objectives of
other important national agencies and entities. Our ability to develop, evaluate, and fly one-ofa-kind test articles cannot be found elsewhere, so all types of customers come to us for
assistance. Across aviation, space, and science missions, we help organizations develop

Armstrong supported NASA’s participation in the Systems Integration and Organization (SIO)
demonstration flights. These flights are in partnership with the Federal Aviation Administration
and three industry partners to show potential commercial applications using different sizes of
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) in a variety of locations and different airspace classes.

technologies and conduct experiments to gain critical data. This fundamental approach to
combining technical development with testing and risk assessment—in the right combination—
enables us to support a wide variety of organizations.

Collaboration with the
Naval Surface Warfare
Center and Naval
Research Laboratory
furthered development
of a marine and flight
ruggedized version of
Armstrong’s fiber optic
sensing system.
Credit: U.S. Navy

Armstrong is continuing its long-standing collaboration with the U.S. Department of Defense in
hypersonic ground and flight testing. The Global Hawk Skyrange project will demonstrate an alternative
data collection support system for remote long-range flight test activities.
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Revolutionizing Flight Research and Testing
The Flight Loads Laboratory (FLL) at Armstrong is a unique national facility that supports
flight research and aircraft structures testing. It continues to thrive after five decades
because it provides a mix of valuable capabilities: dynamic thinking to meet challenges and
a culture that reinforces getting the work done. From the X-15 and YF-12 of the early years
to modern marvels such as the X-57 and X-59 experimental aircraft and dozens of major
accomplishments in between, the highly skilled staff is positioned for the future.

Combining Expertise with Unique Facilities for Next-Gen Challenges
Armstrong is partnering with the Naval Surface Warfare Center and Naval Research Laboratory to develop a
Many aircraft flight experiments at some point in
Their expertise—combined with a large array of
marine and flight ruggedized FOSS system for the Navy.
their research and development go to the Flight
capital equipment and advanced data acquisition and
Loads Laboratory for instrumentation and ground
control systems—make the FLL an ideal laboratory
testing of its airframe and components. The skilled
for research and testing of aerospace vehicles and
technical staff provide expertise in test design and
structures flying in the subsonic through hypersonic
operations, load and stress analysis, thermal analysis,
flight regimes.
instrumentation, and systems development.

Armstrong researchers completed ground vibration tests on the wing of the X-57 experimental
aircraft to characterize the wing’s aeroelastic behavior.
One of the most
unusual aspects of
the lab is its unique
thermal test capability
to cool and heat flight
structures from -320
to 3,000 °F. Shown
here are several
images representing
thermal and structural
testing of supersonic
and hypersonic
vehicle components
and systems.

“From the inception of the lab, we have been continually adding to the understanding
of advanced flight vehicles and structures through thermal and structural testing. Our
goal is to deliver a high-quality product that satisfies our customer’s requirements and
to do this on time and on budget by doing it right the first time.”
Larry Hudson, FLL chief engineer
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Strengthening Airborne Science
Armstrong operates a fleet of highly specialized aircraft that collect data to support the world’s
scientific community, including investigators from NASA and other federal, state, academic,
and foreign institutions. Researchers around the world use this data to understand and explain

The ER-2 high-altitude aircraft collects data that helps researchers understand the world’s
ecosystems and provides critical information on natural disasters. One of many upcoming missions
is a three-year venture to improve snowfall remote sensing to advance predictive capabilities.

humanity’s environmental impact on Earth, from documenting climate change and its impacts
on ice, sea level and weather patterns, to monitoring the health of forests and the movement
of freshwater.

The DC-8 aircraft and its complement of on-board sensors provide a readily deployable remote sensing
platform that supports scientific research throughout the United States. In 2021, it will support a joint
experiment with European Space Agency partners to acquire profiles of the Earth’s wind on a global scale.

The Super King Air B200
aircraft is a test platform
for low and medium
altitude flight systems
and experiments. In 2021,
it is supporting a remote
sensing project to provide
an unprecedented view of
the dynamic transition in
upper-ocean circulation.
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Avionics and Instrumentation Integration
Our innovators design and integrate data acquisition systems for research, support, and oneof-a-kind platforms. These cutting-edge systems not only collect data efficiently but also
enable researchers to have flexibility with the data they collect. Our skills in complex system
integration can benefit industries in a variety of situations where data optimization is critical.

Armstrong researchers developed several instrumentation systems to test a launch abort system
that will pull astronauts to safety during a launch emergency.

Innovations Address Technical Challenges Across NASA
The Fiber Optic Sensing System (FOSS) was
developed at Armstrong to collect strain and other
measurement data for aircraft. The technology
combines advanced strain sensors and innovative
algorithms into a robust package that monitors a
host of critical parameters in real time. It is being
widely used throughout NASA to support research
projects as varied as investigating next-generation
flexible wings and measuring liquid fuel levels. It is
also being adapted for use in space vehicles, where
measurements of temperature and strain could be
critical for ensuring space flight safety.

Armstrong is
readying FOSS to
support the Artemis
program and to
monitor spacecraft
systems during
missions to the
Moon and Mars.

“Integration is the hardest part of any instrumentation system. We are able to pull together
requirements, design a system, then install and validate it. If there is a way to get the data,
we can get the data.”

Armstrong’s sense-anddetect instrumentation
technology provides UAS
operators with a 3D view
of collision threats, along
with an operator display
of real-time aircraft
location-state.

Joe Hernandez, senior instrumentation engineer
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Developing Autonomous Technologies
NASA has committed to developing systems to support the increasing demand for reliable
automation and autonomy in aviation with a focus on intelligent machine systems that can
safely handle complex situations. Technology and airspace management advancements
will make possible a safe, economically sustainable Urban Air Mobility (UAM) transportation

Researchers developed an automated aerial refueling system for unmanned air vehicles. Here,
the lead aircraft contains an aerodynamic pod with air-refueling equipment and the second
aircraft flies as the receiver to assess the free-stream hose and drogue dynamics.

system where semi and fully autonomous vehicles provide new services in and around cities
large and small.

Armstrong researchers are assessing flight procedures and infrastructure while also
developing a data baseline for future flight testing collaborations with industry as part of its
efforts to support the NASA UAM transportation system.

“With our Expandable Variable Autonomy Architecture (EVAA) system software, we are
leading the industry by building a working system capable of the levels of the autonomy
envisioned to exist in the future, and hope to show how we think those vehicles could
operate safely without a human in the loop.”

This screenshot from the Common
Integration Tool simulator shows
the EVAA system working at
NASA’s Armstrong Flight Research
Center. EVAA has the potential to
be used on aircraft ranging from
general aviation retrofit to future
autonomous aircraft. The upper left
display indicates that the terrain
cannot be cleared to the right or
straight ahead but that turning to
the left will clear the terrain.

Mark Skoog, Armstrong’s principal engineer for autonomy
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